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Completed

I have read "What is Coronavirus?"
I have read "What is the COVID-19 death rate?" and understand why the CDC's death rate numbers should be viewed with healthy skepticism
I have read "Who is at risk?" and carefully considered the 2 charts showing age distribution of Covid deaths
I have also carefully considered the comparison of Covid deaths against ALL deaths chart
I understand the difference between a US-licensed vaccine and an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) vaccine
I understand that the all Covid vaccines in the US are experimental EUA vaccines
I am aware the J&J's Covid vaccine was paused due to rare but severe blood clot reactions
I have read "What are nucleic acid vaccines?" and understand why some say they are not vaccines but rather experimental gene therapy
I understand that VaxCalc considers this to be "The Biggest Medical Experiment in Human History"
I have carefully read and considered the information in the "Safe and Effective?" section
I have carefully considered the "Emerging Vaccine Safety Record"
I have made myself familiar with "CDC training doctors to sell COVID-19 vaccines" so that I recognize when my doctor is selling rather than providing me with 
individualized healthcare in my best interest
I have read "Are there alternative treatments?" and have used this as a starting point for my own in-depth research
I have read "History repeating itself?" and educated myself on the history of rushed vaccine production
I understand that when choosing between Pfizer and Moderna, a very important consideration is found in VaxCalc's ingredient report on modRNA
I acknowledge that medical science does not understand Covid-19, and that severe outcomes are possible for people who do not fit current at-risk profiles
I understand the critical importance of putting together my own Healthcare Roundtable
I have participated in the VaxCalc Forum to ask questions, learn and possibly have my views challenged in a positive way


